We show that any noncompact oriented surface is homeomorphic to the leaf of a minimal foliation of a closed 3-manifold. Some of these foliations are suspensions of continuous minimal actions of surface groups. Moreover, the above result is also true for any prescription of a countable family of topologies of open surfaces: they can coexist in the same minimal foliation. All the given examples are hyperbolic foliations, meaning that they admit a leafwise Riemannian metric of constant negative curvature. Many oriented Seifert manifolds with a fibered incompressible torus, trivial euler class and whose associated orbifold is hyperbolic admit minimal foliations as above. The given examples are not transversely C 2 -smoothable.
Introduction
It is well known that every surface is homeomorphic to a leaf of a C ∞ codimension one foliation on a compact 3-manifold [11] , these leaves appear at the infinite level of that foliations and they are represented as a Hausdorff limit of finite level leaves (see [8, Chapter 5] for an overview on the theory of levels). Every foliation with more than one level cannot be minimal, this opens the question about what noncompact surfaces can be homeomorphic to leaves of a minimal foliation. Observe that a codimension one oriented foliation on a 3-manifold with no transverse invariant measure (and that is the usual case) admits a leafwise hyperbolic metric varying continuously in the ambient space [9] . Thus, it is completely natural to restrict the previous question to minimal hyperbolic foliations.
An open surface is said to have finite geometric type if its fundamental group is finitely generated or, equivalently, if it has finitely many ends and all of them are planar, i.e., they admit neighborhoods without genus. Topologically, a surface of finite geometric type is nothing else than a closed surface punctured along finitely many points. A surface that has not finite geometric type is said to have infinite geometric type.
There exist several conditions implying that every leaf of a minimal hyperbolic foliation on a closed 3 manifold must have the same geometric type, for instance: every foliation on a Sol-manifold, center-estable leaves of transitive Anosov flows or those minimal hyperbolic foliations where each leaf has a finitely generated holonomy group [2, 3] . In addition, if a minimal hyperbolic foliation on a 3-manifold admits a transverse invariant measure then all the leaves are simply connected or none of them are [4, Remark 2.4 ].
The study of minimal hyperbolic foliations is extensively treated in [3] but in each one of the explicit examples of that work where the leaves have finite geometric type, the leaves are just planes or cylinders.
These results also motivated the question treated in this work: the realization of non-trivial topologies of surfaces as leaves and constructing examples of minimal hyperbolic foliations where leaves of finite and infinite geometric types do coexist. We show that both questions have positive answer. Theorem 1. Let M be a Seifert closed 3-manifold with trivial Euler class, such that its associated orbifold is typical. Then, for every countable family of noncompact oriented surfaces S n , n ∈ N, there exists a transversely Lipschtz minimal hyperbolic foliation F on M , transverse to its fibers, and such that for each n ∈ N there exists a leaf L n ∈ F homeomorphic to S n .
An orbifold O will be called typical if it admits a simple loop σ such that O \ σ * (σ * is the trace of σ) is not connected and each connected component admits a hyperbolic structure of finite volume (every end is a cusp), in particular O is hyperbolic.
Every surface of genus g ≥ 2 is a typical orbifold, therefore the above theorem includes the case where M is the product of S 1 with any hyperbolic closed surface. In this case the foliation is a suspension of a surface group action (preserving orientation). In fact, by Selberg's Theorem [25] , all our examples are finitely covered by suspensions of a surface group action on the circle with trivial Euler class.
Since the ambient manifold of our examples is always a Seifert manifold where the leaves are transverse to the fibers, they are easily shown to be also R-covered, i.e. the leaf space of the lifted foliation to the universal covering space is homeomorphic to R (see e.g. [12] ).
We want to remark that in a recent work [4] , S.Álvarez, J. Brum, M. Martínez and R. Potrie provide an interesting construction of a minimal hyperbolic lamination on a compact space where all the noncompact oriented surfaces are realized (topologically) as leaves. They also show that this lamination can be embedded in CP 3 but it cannot be a realized as a minimal set of a codimension one foliation. The techniques used in [4] are completely different to the ones given in this work.
Another important fact is that foliated manifolds where the holonomy representation of every leaf is faithful are closely related to the homotopy type of the classifying space associated with the foliation. Given a manifold M with a foliation F, we can associate to its holonomy grupoid Γ the Haefliger's classifying space BΓ [16] . This space is, in general, infinite dimensional and it can be seen as a foliated space Y where the holonomy covering of each leaf is contractible. Moreover, there exists a map f : M → BΓ such that f * Y = F which is unique up to homotopy equivalence. The interest in understanding this space comes from the fact that the homotopy, homology or cohomology groups of the classifying space BΓ are invariants of the transverse structure. The characteristic classes of foliations (e.g. the Godbillon-Vey invariant) are defined from the pullback of universal classes defined in the cohomology of BΓ.
In [16, 24] , A. Haefliger and G. Segal provided a useful characterization of BΓ: the map f : M → BΓ is a homotopy equivalence if and only if the holonomy covering of any leaf is contractible.
The holonomy coveringL is the covering space corresponding to the kernel of the holonomy homomorphism π 1 (L, x) → Homeo(T, x), where Homeo(T, x) denote the group of germs of local homeomorphisms fixing a point x ∈ L defined on a transverse section T . If a leaf of a codimension one foliation on a 3-manifold is different from the sphere or the projective plane then the holonomy representation of that leaf is faithful if and only if its holonomy covering space is contractible.
In 2001, T. Tsuboi posed the question of providing new examples of foliations on 3-manifolds such that the holonomy covering of any leaf is contractible, these were called typical foliations. Some classical examples of typical foliations are the Reeb foliation on S 3 , minimal linear foliations by planes on T 3 or the centerstable foliation associated to an Anosov flow. In [7] , D. Calegari shows that every orientable closed 3-manifold admits a C 1 codimension one typical foliation, but in the process of construction of such foliations compact leaves appear. In [13] , closed codimension one typical foliations with nonexponential growth are classified. It is therefore natural to pose the question about the typical foliations with exponential growth, without compact leaves and minimal. The foliations given in this work are also typical.
All the actions considered in this work have trivial Euler class, rising the question of whether suspensions over actions with non-trivial Euler class can have such reach leaf topology, recall that for maximal euler class the leaves of a minimal hyperbolic foliation must be a plane or a cylinder [15, Teorémé 3] .
It is worth noting that the transverse regularity of our examples is Lipschtz (and also derivable) but we were not able to reach transverse regularity C 1 . We conjecture that this regularity should be achieved with some precise modifications in our construction. Regularities higher than C 1 cannot be obtained with our present construction and seems out of the reach at this point. It is seems reasonable that a critical regularity appears as an obstruction to the realization of rich leaf topology on minimal C 2 hyperbolic foliations.
The paper is organized as follows.
• In the first section we show how to construct suitable analytic minimal foliations with transverse boundary. We shall have a complete control on the leaf topology of these, so called, foliated blocks. • In the second section we describe how to realize any noncompact oriented surface as a inductive limit of boundary gluings of the generic leaf of the given foliated blocks. • In the third section we study generic properties of gluing maps between the previous foliated blocks. The resulting foliations have no boundary, are always minimal and transversely Lipschtz. • In the fourth section we combine the previous results to prove the main Theorem 1. • In the final section we shall discuss open problems, conjectures and more possible applications associated to this work.
Assume that O is a once punctured sphere with k cone points of orders n 1 , . . . , n k . We shall choose suitable elliptic elements of f i of order n i , for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, so that the quotient of H by the action of the group Γ = {f 1 , . . . , f k } by isometries is homeomorphic to O. Let S ∞ be the circle at ∞ of the hyperbolic plane. Choose f 1 an elliptic element of order n 1 arbitrary and set J 1 a fundamental domain for the projective action of f 1 in S ∞ . Choose f 2 another elliptic element in PSL(2, R) of order n 2 with a fundamental domain J 2 in S ∞ such that J 1 ∪ J 2 = S ∞ . The classical Ping-Pong Lemma (see e.g. [17, Chapter II.B])applied to the complements of J 1 and J 2 , guarantees that this group is isomorphic to a free product Z n1 * Z n2 and the quotient is clearly homeomorphic to the punctured sphere with two cone points with orders n 1 and n 2 . Inductively choose f i an elliptic element of order n i with a fundamental domain J i such that J i ∪ J j = S ∞ for all j < i. It is customary to show that the complements of these intervals play a Ping-Pong game on S ∞ and the quotient H/ f 1 . . . , f k is homeomorphic to O as desired. Define I i = S ∞ \ J i .
Assume now that O is homeomorphic to a twice punctured sphere with k cone points of orders n 1 , . . . , n k . Let p ∈ PSL(2, R) an arbitrary parabolic map, thus H/ p is a hyperbolic cylinder with a cusp. Let x ∈ S ∞ be the fixed point of p and let y ∈ S ∞ , y = x. Let I 0 be the arc in S ∞ joining p(y) with y and containing x, let J 0 be its complement. Choose now an elliptic element of order n 1 with a fundamental region J 1 such that J 0 ∪ J 1 = S ∞ and repeat infuctively the choice of the elliptic elements f i as it was done above in the case of one puncture.
A hyperbolic structure in once punctured surface of genus g (with no cone points) is obtained as a quotient of H by 2g hyperbolic transformations (these are induced by deck transformations on the universal cover of this surface). To be more precise choose h 1 , . . . , h 2g with no common repelor or atractor in S ∞ , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g let I − i be a family of pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of the repellors of the h i 's and let
, that is a neighborhood of the attractor. If the hyperbolic transformations are sufficiently strong (large derivative) then the sets I + i are also pairwise disjoint and saisfy the Ping-Pong Lemma. Recall that, in order to cover the given surface, the intervals in S ∞ are configured by commutators. More precisely, following the circular order we have I − 1 , I − 2 , I + 1 , I + 2 , . . . , I − 2g−1 , I − 2g , I + 2g−1 , I + 2g . In order to obtain a new puncture we can attach a parabolic element p as above so that I 0 (defined as above) does not meet any of the I ± i , for instance, in the gap between the intervals I + 2g and I − 1 . This is still a Ping-Pong configuration and its quotient space is the same surface with a new puncture whose induced metric is a cusp associated to the fixed point of the parabolic element.
An arbitrary number of cone points and cusps can be obtained combining both constructions.
The ends of the hyperbolic surface are cusps if and only if the complement of the intervals I i , I ± j for the generators of π 1 (O) in S ∞ is just a finite set. The fundamental region for the action on H is delimited by geodesics (or semi infinite geodesic segments). It is clear that the case where π 1 (O) is finite cannot have a cusp. The case Z 2 * Z 2 is also impossible since the fundamental region would be delimited by two geodesics with same end points, which is impossible. Reciprocally, when the group is not virtually cyclic it is easy to see that the previous construction can be made so that all the gaps between intervals are reduced to points. Remark 1.2. Observe that the dynamics of the projective action of π 1 (O) on S ∞ is enconded in the combinatorics of the "fundamental regions" defined for each generator (in a similar spirit as the Bowen-Series construction [6] ). These are the simplest examples of generalized Ping-Pong configurations associated to locally discrete virtually free groups of analytic diffeomorphisms discussed in [1] . Remark 1.3. As a consequence of the above theorem, the fundamental group of a hyperbolic orbifold with cusps acts in S ∞ by projective diffeormophism. It is well known that these actions are minimal.
Let O M be a closed hyperbolic orbifold which admits an incompressible simple loop σ, then the connected components of O = O M \ σ * are hyperbolic orbifolds, and at least one of them has not virtually cyclic fundamental group. This follows directly from the classification of hyperbolic closed orbifolds and the definition of incompressible loop. Definition 1.4. It is said that a hyperbolic closed orbifold O M is typical if there exists a simple loop σ which does not meet the singular locus and so that O M \ σ is not connected and each connected component admits a hyperbolic structure with finite volume. The loop σ is said to be highly incompressible.
Remark 1.5. According to the classification of hyperbolic closed 2-dimensional orbifolds (see e.g. [27] ) and Proposition 1.1 it follows that the unique closed hyperbolic orbifolds that are not typical are those of the form S 2 (n, m, k), S 2 (2, 2, 2, n), S 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), T 2 (n) and T 2 (2, 2) for any admissible values of n, m, k ≥ 2.
Let us assume now that O M is a typical orbifold and let σ be a highly incompressible loop. Let G and G be subgroups of PSL(2, R) inducing a hyperbolic structure on O and O . We shall always assume that these are hyperbolic structures with finite volume (cusp ends). Let B and B be the compact surface with boundary obtained from O and O by removing open and connected neighborhoods of cone points and ends that are bounded by circles.
In order to relax notations, we shall use O, G and B to denote any of the above orbifolds and groups. Observe that B is canonically oriented and its orientation is induced by an orientation in O M . Let α 1 , . . . , α k be parametrizations of the boundary components of B associated to cone points of O and let β and β be parametrizations of the boundary components associated to the end of O and O respectively, these parametrizations are in accordance with the orientations induced by B in its boundary.
Of course, π 1 (B) is a free group and there exists a canonical homomorphism h :
Recall that G is a free product of cyclic groups, we can map generators in π 1 (B) homotopic to boundary components of neighborhoods of cone points to the generators of G which are of finite order (the elliptic ones with the same order as the cone point). The other generators can be mapped in a natural way with the generators of G of infinite order. The boundary component associated to the cusp is clearly homotopically equivalent to a suitable word on the generators given above (since it can be retracted to a 1-complex formed by a wedge of loops homotopic to them). We shall use the notation h , h whenever the underlying orbifold is not clear in the context.
The suspension of that homomorphism is a minimal foliation on a compact 3manifold with boundary. Let F(G, B, h) denote the above foliation. The boundary of F(G, B, h) corresponds with finitely many tori. Each torus is in correspondence with each boundary component of B. The trace foliation in each of these tori is given by the suspension of the circle diffeomorphism h(α i )'s, h(β ) and h(β ). Being the action projective, each one of these diffeomorphisms can be elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic. This allows to classify the boundary components of F(G, B, h) as elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic accordingly with its trace foliation. Proposition 1.6. For every i ∈ {1, . . . k}, the diffeomorphism h(α i ) is elliptic. The diffeomorphisms h(β ) and h(β ) are always parabolic. Without loss of generality we can also assume that h(β ) and h(β ) −1 belong to the same conjugacy class in PSL(2, R).
Proof. The first affirmation is just the construction of h, loops homotopic to boundary components associated to cone points are mapped to elliptic elements by definition, i.e. h(α i ) is elliptic for all i.
The maps h(β ) and h(β ) have infinite order by construction. Let x 1 , · · · x n ∈ S ∞ be the extreme points of the intervals I i , I ± j associated to the generators of G given in Proposition 1.1. The cusp is obtained by a cycle of generators f 1 · · · f n in the generators of G such that f i (x i ) = x i+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n and f n (x n ) = x 1 (for a good ordering of the x 1 , . . . , x n ). It follows that h(β ) is conjugated to f n • · · · • f 1 or its inverse, that is parabolic since it fixes a cusp point that must have derivative equal to 1. The same reasoning applies to β . Finally, in PSL(2, R) parabolic maps have just two conjugacy classes, i.e., if p, q are parabolic then p is conjugated to q or q −1 . Thus, considering, if necessary, the inverse action of G we can always assume that h(β ) and h(β ) −1 are conjugated. Remark 1.7 (Dehn fillings). Let T i be the elliptic boundary torus of F(G, B, h) whose trace foliation is the suspension of the elliptic element h(α i ) of order n i . The trace foliation is conjugated to a linear flow with resonance 1-to-n i . Let F × be the profuct foliation in D 2 × S 1 . It follows that the boundary elliptic torus T i can be glued with the boundary of F × via a Dehn map with the same resonance. Since the trace foliations are preserved by this map, the resulting foliation F(G, B, h) ∪ ∂ F × has one elliptic boundary torus less than the former F(G, B, h). This process will be called Dehn's filling.
Let F(G, B, h) be the foliation given by performing the above Dehn's fillings on each elliptic boundary torus. Thus F(G, B, h) has just one parabolic boundary tori.
Remark 1.8. The Dehn filling on the elliptic tori T i maps the fibers of a product fibration on T i with a Seifert fibration on F X of type n i -to-1. It follows that the ambient manifold F(G, B, h) is also a Seifert manifold with boundary. The associated orbifold is homeomorphic to the metric completion of O relative to the metric induced as a subspace of O M . 1.2. Foliated projective blocks. As a consequence, a family of minimal foliated manifolds F(G, B, h) with transverse boundary is associated to each Seifert manifold whose associated orbifold is typical. These foliations will be called foliated blocks and they depend on the chosen highly incompressible loop of the orbifold. We shall always assume that this loop was chosen and fixed, the associated foliated blocks over B and B will be denoted by F and F respectively.
Since the foliated blocks are minimal, every leaf is noncompact and has free fundamental group. It is well known that the stabilizer of a projective discrete group is always solvable, it follows that the holonomy of each leaf must be infinite cyclic or trivial. This is a particular version of the so called Hector's Lemma (see e.g. [20, Proposition 3.7] ) which says that the stabilizer of any point in a minimal locally discrete analytic group action on the circle must be trivial or infinite cyclic. Proposition 1.9. Let F(G, B, h) be a foliated block associated to a highly incompressible loop of a typical closed orbifold.
If the orbifold is a (hyperbolic) closed surface then (0) all but countably many leaves are simply connected, all of them are homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many non-compact boundary components and a Cantor set of ends. (1) There exists countably many leaves homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many noncompact boundary components, cyclic fundamental group and a Cantor set of ends. (2) There exists finitely many leaves homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many boundary components, only one of these components is a circle, cyclic fundamental group and has a Cantor set of ends.
If the orbifold has cone points, then all the topological types of leaves agree with the above ones but removing an infinite, proper and pairwise disjoint family of open balls and any neighborhood of every end contains infinitely many compact and noncompact boundary components. These new compact boundary components induce trivial maps in holonomy.
Proof. Since the orbifold is typical it follows that G is not virtually cyclic. Therefore G has a Cantor set of ends. Observe also that the leaves are orientable since G preserves orientation (it is a projective action).
If the base orbifold is a manifold then there are no cone points on the orbifold and therefore there are no elliptic boundary components. In this case G is a free group and the action is faithfull and analytic. This means that all but a countable set of leaves of F(G, B, h) are homeomorphic to the universal covering of B, so they are simply connected and with a Cantor set of ends.
Since the foliation is minimal the boundary of simply connected leaves must meet the boundary tori in infinitely many connected components that are orbits of the respective trace foliations associated to h(β ) or h(β ). These orbits cannot be closed since the closed orbit in a parabolic torus carries non-trivial holonomy and thus are non-trivial in homotopy in its corresponding leaf. This proves the case (0) of the proof.
The leaves which are not simply connected are those corresponding to those points which are fixed by some element of G. Let x ∈ S 1 be a fixed point of some g ∈ G = id. Since the holonomy of every leaf is cyclic, it follows that Hol(L x , x) = g , where L x is the leaf containing x (here g defines just a germ in a transverse neighborhood of x, but there is a unique analytic continuation which must be parabolic or hyperbolic). Observe also that f (x) is fixed by f gf −1 for all f ∈ G, and that point belongs to the G-orbit of x. Since the action is faithful, G does not contain elliptic elements, thus f gf −1 is parabolic or hyperbolic for all f ∈ G, as a consequence it has at most two fixed points. It follows that there exists a correpondence at most 2 to 1 between non simply connected leaves of the suspension and conjugacy classes of G. Since the conjugacy classes of a free group are infinite it follows that there are infinite, but countably many, leaves which are not simply connected. These leaves are cyclically covered by the universal cover of B, so they still have a Cantor set of ends.
A non simply connected leaf can be of two types:
(1) If its boundary does not contain any closed orbit of the trace foliation of the parabolic tori, then the generator of the fundamental group is not realized by a loop in a boundary component. There are countably many leaves with this property. (2) If its boundary contains the closed orbit of some parabolic tori then this is the unique compact boundary component of that leaf and it generates its fundamental group. There are only one or two leaves of this type, again depending on the conecteness of O . In any case, these leaves are dense, so they must have infinitely many noncompact boundary components corresponding to non-compact orbits of the boundary tori. This completes the rest of cases (1) and (2) for j = 0.
If the orbifold has cone points then the foliations has elliptic boundary tori. The kernel of the action is, by the definition of h, the normal closure of α n1 1 , . . . , α n k ) k , where the α i 's represent boundary components of B associated to cone points of the orbifold of order n i .
The existence of a non-trivial kernel implies non-trivial topology in every leaf. In this case, the topology appears in the form of infinitely many compact boundary components on each leaf, they correspond with the (closed) orbits of the elliptic tori. Since Ker(h) is the minimal normal subgroup generated by these elements, no more topology induced by elements in Ker(h) can appear. It is clear, by the suspension construction, that these compact boundary components must appear in any neighborhood of every end. Observe that none of these components can generate non-trivial holonomy since they are associated to elliptic elements. Thus, in any case, the holonomy of every leaf is still trivial or infinite cyclic.
The last family of topologies , appears when we deal with the cases of trivial or cyclic holonomy in the leaves and follows the same reasoning as the given above for free groups.
Remark 1.10. Since π 1 (B) is a free group it follows that the homomorphism h determines a presentation of G and reciprocally. There exist presentations that do not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1.9. For instance, PSL(2, Z) = Z 2 * Z 3 admits presentations without elliptic elements, the action induced by this presentation induces topologies not covered by Proposition 1.9. Corollary 1.11. Let F(G, B, h) be a foliated block associated to a highly incompressible loop of a typical orbifold. Then the leaves of F(G, B, h) can be one of the following types: (Type 0) All but countably many leaves are simply connected, all of them homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many non-compact boundary components and a Cantor set of ends. (Type 1) There exists countably many leaves homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many non-compact boundary components, cyclic fundamental group and a Cantor set of ends. (Type 2) There exists finitely many leaves homeomorphic to an oriented surface with infinitely many boundary components, only one of these components is a circle, the fundamental group is cyclic and a Cantor set of ends. According to the classification of noncompact surfaces with boundary [22] the topologies described in Corollary 1.11 determines exactly three different open surfaces which are pictured in figure 1. Definition 1.12. As suggested in Corollary 1.11, the simply connected leaves of F(G, B, h) will be called leaves of type 0. Leaves with infinite cyclic fundamental group and and no compact boundary leaves will be called leaves of type 1 those finite leaves with a compact boundary component will be called leaves of type 2. Let us define L i as the set of leaves of type i, i ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Remark 1.13. Let L ∈ L 1 and let τ be a loop in L which generates its fundamental group; let τ * be the trace of that loop. We can assume without loss of generality that τ * does not meet ∂L. Since the fundamental group is cyclic it follows that L \ τ * has two connected components. The foliation F(G, B, h) was constructed by a suspension of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms over an oriented manifold plus Dehn fillings, it follows that we can endow each leaf with a canonical orientation induced from that of the base manifold. Relative to this orientation, assume that τ is oriented counterclockwise; therefore one of the connected components of L \ τ * can be set as the outer one and the other as the inner one; here, "outer" means that the orientation of τ agrees with the orientation induced by that component. The family of the outer boundary components of L will be denoted by C + L and the inner ones by C − L . Since τ does not meet the boundary, it follows that any boundary component of L lies completely in C + L or C − L . A main observation here is that each boundary component of L lies in C + L or C − L with independence in the choice of τ (since any other choice has a trace Z 2 -homologous with τ * ). This allows to classify each boundary component of L ∈ L 1 as outer or inner. Proof. Remark first that both C + L and C − L can be also considered as subsets of F(B, G, h) since Dehn fillings cannot kill noncompact boundary components. The statement is equivalent to prove the density of C + L (resp. C − L ) on the parabolic boundary tori of F(B, G, h).
Assume that π 1 (B) = γ 1 , . . . , γ m and set f i = h(γ i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For any g ∈ G, let g denote the length of g relative to the set of generators {f 1 , . . . , f m } of G.
Recall that any leaf L ∈ F(B, G, h) is covered by the universal cover of B, and therefore it can be decomposed as a boundary union of countably many copies of a fundamental domain for the action by deck transformations of π 1 (B) on B.
This fundamental domain can be characterized topologically, and it must be homeomorphic to a closed 2-disk D minus a family of pairwise disjoint 2m open balls centered in 2m points of the boundary. The result is a simply connected compact surface with boundary and corners, that will be denoted by F . Let us define
The 2m connected components of ∂ G F will be denoted by B Recall that the G-orbit of a point x ∈ S 1 determines univocally a leaf L x . The topology of L x can be recovered by a family of such fundamental regions
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and g ∈ G. The resulting surface is the leaf L x and the components of ∂ F g(x) are just pieces of the boundary components of L x .
Assume that L x ∈ L 1 . Let τ be a loop embedded in the interior of L x generating its holonomy group. Let F x1 , . . . , F x N be a finite covering of τ * by fundamental domains as above. It follows that for every y in the G-orbit of x different from x 1 , . . . , x N , the fundamental domain F y is completely contained in the outer or the inner component of L \ τ * . Thus, all but finitely many fundamental domains F y , y ∈ G.x can be classified as outer or inner.
Let h i ∈ G such that x i = h i (x) and h i is maximal for that property, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Let R = max{ h 1 , . . . , h N }. It follows that F g(x) is outer or inner for all g ∈ G such that g > R.
Let f n ∈ G be a sequence of maps such that f n (x) converges to some z ∈ S 1 , F fn(x) is an outer (resp. inner) domain of L x for all n ∈ N and f n → ∞ as n → ∞, such a sequence exists by compactness. Set y n = f n (x), it follows that F g(yn) is an outer (resp. inner) domain for every g with g ≤ f n − R.
Let K be any finite union of fundamental regions in L z and let ε > 0. It follows that there exists a finite union of outer (resp. inner) domains in L x , call it K x , such that d H (K, K x ) < ε, where d H is the Hausdorff distance between closed sets in the ambient manifold. This follows by choosing y n sufficiently close to z; in this case the fundamental domains of the form F g(z) lift to outer (resp. inner) domains F g(yn) of L x for all g with g ≤ f n − R. Therefore, for all sufficiently large n, the given compact domain K must be contained in
and thus it must lift to a union of outer (resp. inner) domains in L x . The control of the Hausdorff distance is a direct consequence of the convergence y n → z as n → ∞.
Since the foliation is minimal, L z is dense. Choose K ε ⊂ L z a finite union of fundamental domains so that it is ε dense. It follows that the lifted K ε x ⊂ L x is 2ε dense. Since all these domains are outer (resp. inner) it follows that the union of outer (resp. inner) components of L x must be also 2ε-dense on the transverse parabolic tori for all ε > 0.
1.3.
Examples. It will be convenient to identify the circle with the one point compactification of R.
Example 1.15. The first example is just the surface S of genus 2 and the highly incompressible loop σ is the one such that S \ σ is homeomorphic to two punctured torus. In this case both B and B is are homeomorphic to H, where H is a torus with a disk removed, i.e, it is just a handle. See figure 2 in order to check the elements of this example.
Recall that ∂H is a circle and π 1 (H) = Z * Z = α, β where ω and θ are loops homotopic (in H) to the meridian and the equator of the former torus. Let λ be a parametrization of ∂H, with the induced orientation from H, changing orientations if necessary, we can assume that λ is homotopic to the commutator [α, β] = αβα −1 β −1 .
Let p = 2z + 1 z + 1 and q = 2z − 1 −z + 1 be the generators of a projective action of the free group on two generators over the circle, i.e. p, q is isomorphic to Z * Z. These are associated to the covering map of a punctured torus with a cusp, so the action is minimal. These maps p, q are hyperbolic and [p, q] ≡ z + 6 is parabolic and fixes exactly the ∞ point of S 1 = R ∪ {∞}. Let h : π 1 (H) → Diff ω (S 1 ) be the faithful action defined by h([α]) = p and h([β]) = q. The suspension foliation in H × S 1 given by F( p, q , H, h) has exactly one boundary torus whose trace foliation is parabolic, it will be called the H-block for future reference and will be also denoted by F H . Let F(PSL(2, Z), P, h) be the associated foliated block, its ambient space is P × S 1 . This foliation has exactly three transverse boundary components which are three tori. Each component is identified respectively with α * × S 1 ≡ T α , β * × S 1 ≡ T β and γ * × S 1 ≡ T γ . The trace foliation on each one of these tori will be called ζ α , ζ β and ζ γ respectively.
• ζ α is just the suspension of f and thus every orbit is closed with resonance 1-to-2 (since f 2 = id), i.e., it is an elliptic torus.
the circle with a fixed point at ∞. The trace foliation has a single closed orbit and every other orbit spirals from one side of the closed orbit to the other side. This is a parabolic torus. • ζ γ is just the suspension of g and thus every orbit is closed, with resonance 1-to-3 (since g 3 = id). This is another elliptic torus. The foliation obtained by Dehn's filling on the elliptic tori, F(PSL(2, Z), P, h), will be also called the P -block and will be denoted by F P .
Topology of leaves
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need to codify the topology of any noncompact oriented surface in a suitable way. Our first target will be to prove the next proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Every oriented noncompact surface (without boundary) can be obtained by a limit of suitable boundary unions between boundary components of countably many leaves of type 0.
Recall that the topology of an open oriented connected surface is completely determined by two data: its genus (possibly infinite) and the spaces of planar and nonplanar ends. More precisely, two noncompact oriented surfaces are homeomorphic if and only if they have the same genus and their end spaces are homeomorphic via a homeomorphism preserving the planar and nonplanar ends [18, 23] .
Notation 2.2. Any space of ends is a closed subset of a Cantor subset. Recall that the binary tree has a Cantor set of ends. Thus, any closed subset F of the Cantor set can be obtained as the space of ends of a connected subtree T F of the binary tree. Let V F and E F be the sets of vertices and edges, respectively, of T F and let It is clear that this process above described generates all the topologies of noncompact oriented surfaces. Just for simplicity we want to avoid "dead ends", i.e., vertices where deg v = 1, in this case, the constructed S ν F covers all the topologies with at least two ends. The oriented surfaces with one end are just the plane, the Loch Ness monster, and the plane with finitely many handles attached (where each number of handles defines a different topology).
Without loss of generality we can assume that the root element of the binary tree belongs to T F . This root element will be denoted byv. Observe that degv = 2. The vertices of a tree are partitioned by levels from a root element: level 0 is just the root element, and, recursively, a vertex is of level k if it is connected by an edge with some vertex of level k − 1.
We consider the following orientation in the binary tree. In the right branch of the tree (from the point of view of the root) orientations go from higher level to lower level of boundary vertices, in the left branch the orientations go from lower level to higher level, see figure 3 . Of course this orientation induces an orientation in any subtree T F . Let us denote o(e), t(e) the origin and target of an oriented edge. The orientation can be used to assign a sign on levels: a vertex is said to belong to an oriented level k, k > 0 (resp. k < 0) if it is a vertex at level |k| and it is the target (resp. origin) of the first oriented edge in the unique geodesic path that connects that vertex with the root element.
2.1. Generating topology. Let S be an open oriented surface with two ends and let (T F , ν) be a subtree of the binary tree with no dead ends endowed with a coloring ν : (4) Let N B is the surface obtained as the direct limit of the above process.
If B is a subset of non-compact boundary components, then we denote by N B the surface obtained by performing non-recurrent gluings at every B ∈ B. Let N denote the surface obtained by performing non-recurrent fillings at all its boundary components. If N has no compact boundary components then N is a surface without boundary, it will be called the non-recurrent completion of N . Reciprocally, N will be called a seed of N .
Remark 2.4. Let L ∈ L 0 , i.e. a leaf of type 0, then L is clearly homeomorphic to the plane. Let B be the family of boundary components of L and let us fix B ∈ B. Then it is also clear that L B\{B} is homeomorphic to a half plane. Therefore a nonrecurrent filling at a non-compact boundary component is topologically equivalent to gluing a half plane along it.
The next Lemma is a trivial consequence of the previous Remark 2.4. 2.2. One ended oriented surfaces. It is time to prove Proposition 2.1, recall that a leaf of type 1 can be obtained as a boundary union of two leaves of type 0 identifying two pairs of boundary components. Therefore we can consider also leaves of type 1 to recover the topology of S. We shall consider first the case where S has just one end. The simplest case is the plane which was already given in Remark 2.4 as the non-recurrent completion of any leaf of type 0.
In order to construct a punctured torus, i.e. a plane with a handle attached, let L 0 be a leaf of type 0 and L 1 a leaf of type 1. Let B 0 , B 0 be two arbitrary boundary components of L 0 and let B + 1 , B − 1 be two boundary components of L 1 such that B + 1 is outer and B − 1 is inner (recall Definition 1.13 for the notion of outer and inner).
be the surface obtained by gluing L 0 with L 1 identifying the chosen pairs of boundary components (preserving orientations), see figure 4. Let us make some simple observations about H 0 :
(1) Its fundamental group is F 2 , one generator is that of L 1 and the other is the constructed after the gluing with L 0 . It is clear that the whole H 0 retracts to a 1-complex homeomorphic to the figure "8". (2) The above are also generators in homology and its intersection number is not zero. This comes from the fact that we are gluing an outer and inner boundary component of L 1 , and thus the second generator must go from
The non-recurrent completion H 0 is homeomorphic to a punctured torus.
Recall that this completion is topologically equivalent to fill the boundary components with halfplanes, so it is an open manifold with fundamental group isomorphic to F 2 . The unique surfaces of that sort are the once punctured torus and the sphere with three punctures. But in the latter case, the intersection number is zero.
Thus, the topology of a plane with a handle attached is realized by H 0 . Let
, k ∈ N∪{∞}, be a family of surfaces with boundary homeomorphic to H 0 . Let H 0 k denote the surface (with boundary) obtained by identifying one arbitrary boundary component of M i with another of M i+1 for 1 ≤ i < k. It follows that the plane with k handles attached is just H 0 k , the case k = ∞ is just the Loch Ness Monster. Since a nonrecurrent completion is obtained by boundary unions with leaves of type 0, the above construction shows that Proposition 2.1 works for one ended surfaces.
2.3. Topology of noncompact surfaces with boundary. Recall that noncompact surfaces with boundary are also classified [22] and we shall make use of this classification in this work. For simplicity we shall always consider the oriented case. We shall need to introduce some notations.
Notation 2.6. Let N be a noncompact oriented surface with (or without) boundary. Set E(N ) be the space of ends of N (also called ideal boundary in the literature) with its usual topology and let B(N ) be the set of ends that are defined by noncompact boundary components. An end of N is called planar if there exists a neighborhood of that end without handles, otherwise it is called nonplanar. An end is said to be accumulated by boundary circles if any neighborhood of that end contains compact boundary components, otherwise the end is called free of boundary circles.
Recall that each noncompact boundary component defines (at most) two ends of B(N ). Therefore the noncompact boundary components of N induce an equivalence relation in E(N ): two ends are equivalent if and only if they are equal or they are connected by a noncompact boundary component. This equivalence relation will be denoted by .
Let E (N ) and B (N ) be the set of planar ends in E(N ) and B(N ) respectively. Analogously, define E (N ) and B (N ) be the nonplanar ends in these spaces.
Theorem 2.7. [22] Let N and R be two noncompact oriented surfaces with boundary. Assume that N and R have the same genus and number of compact boundary components (∞ is allowed). Then N and R are homeomorphic if and only if the topological spaces E(N ) and E(R) are homeomorphic and the homeomorphism maps B(N ) to B(R) and preserve planar and nonplanar ends, preserve ends accumulated by boundary circles and free of boundary circles and preserve the equivalence relation .
2.4.
Oriented surfaces with more than one end. Let us consider now the case of a noncompact oriented surface S with more than one end. Let T F be a subtree of the binary tree with no dead ends and let ν : V F → {0, 1} be a coloring such that S is homeomorphic to the surface S ν F defined in Notation 2.2. Let H 1 be the surface obtained by gluing two boundary components of two leaves of type 1, on each leaf we choose two boundary components, inner and outer, identify the inner (resp. outer) components, always preserving orientation. The boundary components of H 1 can still be classified as outer and inner, see figure 5 . Let L i denote surfaces homeomorphic to leaves of type i, observe that H i are homeomorphic to the connected sum of L i with a torus. These manifolds with boundary will be our basic pieces to construct the topology of S, these manifolds L 0 , L 1 , H 0 , H 1 will be called noncompact tiles in analogy with a tiling construction. The set of noncompact tiles will be denoted by T = {L 0 , L 1 , H 0 , H 1 }.
Definition 2.8. Given a tree T F as above and a coloring ν, for each v ∈ V F we shall choose a noncompact tile L v ∈ T as follows.
( (
An oriented edge e ∈ E F can be also used to denote a preserving orientation homeomorphism from a boundary component B o e of L o(e) to a boundary component B t e of L t(e) . Of course if the orientation of e is reversed then it is assumed that the gluing map is the inverse of e.
In the case where deg(v) = 3, v can be the origin (resp. the target) of two distinct edges e, e , it will be always assumed that B o e and B o e (resp. B t e and B o e ) are not simultaneously inner nor outer. In the specific case where o(e) =v (resp. t(e) =v) the boundary component B o e is outer (resp. B t e is inner). Let W ν F be the surface (with boundary) given as the quotient of v∈V F L v by the equivalence relation generated by the boundary gluing maps e : B o e → B t e , e ∈ E F . A sketch of this construction can be seen in figure 6 . 
Here canonical must be understood as "induced by T F and ν": E(S) = F is homeomorphic to E(T F ) and T F is canonically properly embedded in W ν F by construction, this defines a canonical map between the ends of T F to the ends of W ν F . This map must be injective since, by construction, each bifurcation of T F produces a bifurcation in the space of ends of W ν F . As in the construction of S ν F , whenever ν(v) = 1 we include a handle in the construction, thus non-planar ends of both S ≡ S ν F and W ν F correspond exactly with the ends of T F accumulated by the color 1 and Figure 6 . The surface W ν F . Bold lines represent boundary components identified by edges. The numbers represent a coloring of V F , the same as the used in figure 3 . Observe that a handle appear for each vertex whose color value is equal to 1.
therefore are canonically identified. Observe also that every end in E(W ν F ) \ F must be planar since all the noncompact tiles of T have planar ends.
Observe also that the equivalence relation is "almost" trivial when the space of ends is Cantor: the equivalence classes are reduced to a single point or exactly two different points, and this latter case occurs exactly at the points of B(W ν F ). A larger equivalence class would imply the existence of an isolated end in E(W ν F ). A sequence {v n } n≥0 of vertices of T F is said to be oriented if the sequence of oriented levels of v n is strictly increasing or decreasing. The sequence is called geodesic if each pair (v n , v n+1 ) form the boundary of the same edge and v n = v n+2 for all n ≥ 0.
Let e ∈ F be any point, let {v n } n≥0 be a geodesic oriented sequence of vertices in T F defining the end e ∈ F . Let e n be the unique oriented edge so that o(e n ) = v n and t(e n ) = v n+1 . These edges define also a sequence of gluing maps between a boundary component B o en of L vn with a boundary component B t en+1 of L vn+1 . This allows to define the following sequence ξ e n for all n > 0: set ξ e n = −1 if deg(v n ) = 3 and B t en−1 and B o en are not simultaneusly inner nor outer in L vn , in any other case define ξ e n = 1. Of course, the sequence ξ e n depends on the sequence {v n } n≥0 used to represent the geodesic path that defines the end e ∈ F . Two different sequences associated to the same end must have the same tails. Definition 2.10. An end e ∈ F is called topologically accesible if there exists N ∈ N such that ξ e n = 1 for all n > N . Clearly, this definition does not depend on the choice of the geodesic path used to define the sequence ξ e n . A geodesic oriented sequence {v n } n≥0 of vertices in V F is called topologically accesible if it defines a topologically accesible end of F . We set γ e : N ∪ {0} → V F as the maximal (in the sense of inclusion) topologically accesible sequence in T F whose associated sequence {ξ e n } n>0 is constant 1. The maximal element always exists because the root element always produces a value −1 in the sequence. The vertex γ e (0) will be also called the root vertex of the end e. 
Let e ∈ F be the end defined by that sequence. It is clear that the ends defined by B belong to B(W ν F , e) if and only if ξ e n = 1 for all n ≥ 1, but there is just one such sequence and it defines a topologically accesible end. This proves the first two affirmations of the Lemma.
By construction, the ends of each non-compact tile form a Cantor set of ends. Observe that the space of ends of our noncompact tiles is naturally embedded in a circle or in two disjoint circles:
• For the cases of L 0 and H 0 , a neighborhood of their ends are naturally properly embedded in the hyperbolic plane and defines a subset of ends in the ideal boundary circle of the hyperbolic plane, see figures 1 and 4. • For the cases of L 1 and H 1 , the outer (resp. inner) boundary components define outer (resp. inner) ends. Each one of these sets of ends (outer and inner) admit neihgborhoods that are naturally embedded in the hyperbolic plane so, the closure of each one of these sets (inner and outer) defines a Cantor subset in two different ideal boundary circles. See figures 1 and 5. On one dimensial Cantor sets we can define their accesible points as the extreme points of gaps. At the level of the space of ends, when two noncompact tiles are joined by a boundary component, this is equivalent to join two Cantor sets by two accesible ends associated to the same gap. It follows that the resulting set of ends is perfect and therefore it must be also a Cantor set. This reasoning can be applyed inductively for any countable boundary gluing between noncompact tiles.
Let e ∈ F be a topologically accesible end and let γ e be the maximal geodesic oriented path defining e in the sense of Definition 2.10. If deg(γ e (n)) = 3 or γ e (n) =v then B(W ν F , e) must contain the full set of inner or, exclusively, outer ends of L γe(n) , in any other case the full end set of the noncompact tile L γe(0) is contained in B(W ν F , e). Reciprocally, each b ∈ B(W ν F , e) belongs to the set of accesible ends of some L γe(n) . It follows that the closure of the inductive union of these ends is perfect and therefore it is still a Cantor set.
The ends of the inductive limit given by the identification of boundary components in the sequence of noncompact tiles {L γe(n) } n≥0 have, by construction a unique accumulation point in F , precisely that defined by the geodesic path γ e , therefore B(W ν F , e) ∩ F = {e} as stated. Finally, the ends of B(W ν F , e) can still be embedded in a natural way in the circle. Recall that, when two noncompact tiles are glued by a boundary component, the resulting set of ends inside B(W ν F , e) is embedded in the conncected sum of two circles (so still a circle), in the inductive construction the Cantor set can be embedded in a one point compactification of the real line, which is still a circle. In this case the point at infinity is precisely the end e (see figure 7) . The equivalence relation , as observed in Remark 2.9, just identifies pairs of points connected by a noncompact boundary component, but these can be seen as the extreme points of a gap in the Cantor set of ends. Therefore B(W ν F , e)/ is equivalent to the quotient of a Cantor set on the circle where each gap is collapsed to a point (each gap to a different point); it is well known that the quotient space is S 1 .
Remark 2.13. Let A(F ) ⊂ F be the set of topologically accesible ends. Let Γ = {γ e | e ∈ A(F )} be the family of accesible paths defined above. Observe that if e = e are topologically accesible ends then γ e (n) = γ e (m) for all n, m ≥ 1. Otherwise ξ e n or ξ e m cannot be both contant 1 since some bifurcation must appear in these paths after a hipothetic intersection vertex (otherwise e and e would be the same end).
Any topologically accesible path γ e can be realized as a proper semi-infinite path in S ν F defining end e ∈ F ≡ E(S ν F ): just take arbitrary points x n ∈ K ν(γe(n)) F , n ≥ 1, and choose a proper compact path connecting each x n with x n+1 . • Everyγ e is smooth.
•γ * e ∩γ * e = ∅ for all e = e . Here γ * just denote the trace (image) of the path.
The existence of such a family of accesible paths is clear. Set A = n∈N γ * e , it is also clear that this set A is closed and S \ A is still homeomorphic to S. Proposition 2.15. The nonrecurrent completion W ν F defined above is homeomorphic to S.
Proof. Recall that S is homeomorphic to S ν F and also homeomorphic to S ν F \ A where A is the family of topologically accesible paths defined above. We shall show that W ν F is homeomorphic to a seed of S ν F \A, this will complete the proof by means of Lemma 2.5.
Let K be a set homeomorphic to a Cantor set minus a point. Let C e be the image of K by a proper embedding of K inγ * e such thatγ e (0) ∈ C e . Let A e be the set of accesible points in C e , i.e., points in C e which are extreme points of gaps (we also countγ e (0) as an accesible point). Two accesible points are said to be equivalent if they bound the same gap.
Let {V e | e ∈ A(F )} be a family of pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods ofγ * e . Let J e n n ∈ Z be a sequence of pairwise disjoint arcs in V e \γ * e connecting every pair of equivalent accesible poins of C e . There will be two arcs, J e n and J e −n , for each pair of equivalent accesible points, each one of these arcs lie on different "sides" ofγ * e (the union of these arcs is a circle meetingγ * e exactly at the two accesible points). in the specific case ofγ e (0), consider just one arc J e 0 with origin and target in that extreme point. The region limited by each arc J e n andγ * e is homeomorphic to an open disk, that will be denoted by D e n . Let D be the union of all the regions D e n 's, n ∈ Z, e ∈ A(F ). Set W = S \ (A ∪D). It is easy to check that W satisfies the same properties of W ν F listed in Remark 2.9. Let us define a suitable homeomorphism between B(W ) and B(W ν F ), recall that these sets of ends are countable and dense. Let us define B(W, e) as those ends in B(W ) that cannot be separated from the end e ∈ F by removing a loop embedded in the interior of W , this is just analagous to the definition of B(W ν F , e). Let us make some obvious affirmations about B(W, e). In W , every noncompact boundary component is in correspondence with some arc J e n , the ends of these arc are precisely the ends in B(W ). By construction, we can identify the ends of these arcs with their extreme points onγ * e . The equivalence relation is just the same equivalence relation as the given above for accesible points on each C e . It follows that B(W, e)/ is homeomorphic to a circle (see figure 8 ). Therefore the sets B(W, e) satisfy exactly the same properties proved for the sets B(W ν F , e) in Lemma 2.12. Let h e : B(W, e)/ → B(W ν F , e)/ be a homeomorphism between these quotient spaces which preserves accesible points and fixes e, it can be lifted in a unique form to a homeomorphism h e from B(W, e) to B(W ν F , e) preserving the equivalence relation . Since these sets form a partition of B(W ) and B(W ν F ), these homeomorphisms can be considered together as a single homeomorphism h : B(W ) → B(W ν F ). Since these sets are dense in E(W ) and E(W ν F ) respectively, the homeomorphism can be extended in a unique way to a homeomorphism between the spaces of ends of W and W ν F .
Figure 8.
From the properties listed in Remark 2.9, it is clear that this homeomorphism satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.7 and therefore W is homeomorphic to W ν F . Since W is clearly a seed of S \ A the proof is complete.
The previous proposition completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Generic transverse gluing
Let M be a Seifert oriented closed 3-manifold whose associated orbifold is typical. Observe that the parabolic tori of the foliations F and F constructed in Section 1 can be transversely glued by an orbit preserving homeomorphism since the trace foliations of the parabolic tori are conjugated, this is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.6. If the homeomorphism is C r then we obtain a C r foliation on a closed 3-manifold, this foliation will be minimal, its ambient manifold is Seifert and its associated orbifold is the original orbifold O M , this does not depends on the chosen homeomorphism.
Remark 3.1. The given homeomorphism must be always isotopoc to the identity since the parabolic tori has a fixed point that must be preserved by the conjugation and therefore its associated closed orbit in the parabolic torus. It follows that the ambient Seifert fibration has trivial Euler class. Since M was already assumed to have trivial Euler class it follows that the ambient manifold of this foliation is already M .
The simplest case of gluing map is the homeomorphism induced by the projective conjugation between the parabolic tori and therefore the resulting foliation is analytic. It is important to note here that, for regularity C 1 or greater the possible gluings between parabolic (or hyperbolic) tori are very restrictive. This is consequence of the so called Kopell lemma that will be recalled here.
Lemma 3.2 (Kopell lemma [21]
). Let f and g be two pair of commuting diffeomorphisms of R so that both f and g fix 0, f is of class C 2 and is topologically contractive at 0 and g is just C 1 . Then, if g fixes another point then g is the identity map. 3. Let f be a parabolic (resp. hyperbolic) circle projective diffeomorphism. The centralizer of f in Diff 1 + (S 1 ) is exactly the set of parabolic projective (resp. hyperbolic) diffeomorphisms that fix the same points as f .
Thus, a C 1 gluing homeomorphism g between two parabolic tori must preserve the orbits of the trace of the foliated blocks in the identified parabolic boundary tori. These trace foliations are also suspensions of a parabolic projective diffeomorphism f . Assume that the trace foliations are equal, then g will induce a circle diffeomorphismĝ of class C 1 which commutes with f . It follows, by Kopell lemma, thatĝ must be a parabolic projective map and the resulting foliation is still projective.
One can think that there are still lots of possibilities for gluing maps since the family of parabolic elements with a common fixed point is in correspondence with the translations of the real line (via stereographic projection). Unfortunately, for each possible such gluing the topology of leaves is very restrictive. Proposition 3.4. Let Σ be a closed surface and let h : π 1 (Σ) → PSL(2, R) be a homomorphism. Let ρ h be the induced projective action on S 1 and assume that it is minimal, let F h be the suspension foliation. If some leaf of F h has finite geometry type then every leaf has also finite geometric type and is homeomorphic to a plane or a cylinder.
Proof. If the action ρ h is not faithful then every leaf has a loop which is non-trivial in homotopy but trivial in holonomy (corresponding to elements in Ker h). Since the action is minimal, it follows, by [2] , that every leaf has infinite geometric type. So only faithful actions can have leaves with geometric finite type. Since the action is projective, it is still true that stabilizers must be solvable groups. Every leaf is a noncompact surface by minimality, thus their fundamental groups are free. Let x ∈ S 1 and let be L x be the leaf of F h meeting x. Recall that the fundamental group of a leaf is isomorphic with Stab ρ h (x)), where Stab ρ h (x) denotes the stabilizer of x as a subgroup of π 1 (S). Since h is faithful, this stabilizer is isomorphic with h(Stab ρ h (x)) and this is latest group is the stabilizer of x by the action of the projective group h(π 1 (M )), thus it is solvable. It follows that the fundamental group of every leaf is isomorphic to a solvable free group and therefore it must be trivial or infinite cyclic. The trivial case corresponds with the plane and the cyclic one with the cylinder.
With additional work, but same ideas, it can be shown that the previous Proposition 3.4 is also true when Σ is a typical closed orbifold. Therefore, if we want to obtain more topologies we need to reduce the regularity of the gluing map. We shall consider regularity questions again in the last section.
From torus to interval.
There are many possibilities to realize a C 0 gluing maps between parabolic (or hyperbolic) tori preserving the orbits of their trace foliations.
Let T and T be complete transverse circles (fibers), in the parabolic boundary tori of F and F . They will be identified, via stereographic projection, with R ∪ {∞}. Let = h(β ) and = h(β ) −1 . Assume without loss of generality that ∞ is the fixed point of . Let ς be the projective circle diffeomorphism such that = ς −1 • • ς, observe that ς maps ∞ to the unique fixed point of . We shall see that in C 0 regularity there are many ways to identify the open orbits of the parabolic tori.
Let ζ and ζ be the trace foliations induced by and on T and T respectively. It is clear that any leaf preserving homeomorphismc : (T 2 , ζ ) → (T 2 , ζ ) induces a homeomorphism c : S 1 → S 1 which maps the orbits of to orbits of , this is defined by the following process: assume, without loss of generality, thatc maps a point x ∈ T \ {∞} to some point inc(x) ∈ T (for this, we can just take the fiber T in order to meetc(x), and define c( 
defines a homeomorphism of the circle which maps the orbits of to orbits of . This is equivalent to •c = c• or, in other words, ς •c commutes with . Moreover, every orbit preserving homeomorphism from (T , ζ ) to (T , ζ ) is determined univocally by its restriction to a fundamental domain of as above. We shall mantain these notations throught this work: if c ∈ Homeo + (S 1 ) conjugates to and given x 0 , y 0 ∈ S 1 \ {∞} such that y 0 = c(x 0 ) thenĉ will be the induced homeomorphism between [x 0 , (x 0 )] and [y 0 , (y 0 )] and reciprocally. The resulting foliation F ∪ c F does depend strongly on the chosen c. The transverse regularity of this foliation drops, in general, to C 0 .
We can simplify notations by conjugating the homomorphism h with ς, i.e. define h ς (γ) = ς −1 • h(β ) −1 • ς. Modulo this conjugation we can assume that the trace foliations of the parabolic boundary tori are the same, i.e. = .
In the following, for the sake of readability, we shall fix x 0 and y 0 as 0, i.e., c ∈ Homeo + ([0, l(0)]) or, equivalently, c(0) = ς(0). Let Z 0 + ( ; 0) denote the familiy of orientation preserving circle homeomorphisms that commute with and fix 0.
3.2.
Generic gluings. The foliation obtained from F and F by identifying the transverse parabolic tori via a homeomorphism induced by an element c ∈ Z 0 + ( ; 0) can be also considered as a suspension of a group action plus Dehn fillings. This suspension can be described as an amalgamated product of G and G over Z, this cyclic subgroup is generated by h (β ) = = h ς (β ) −1 . This induces a natural action h : π 1 (B ) * Z π 1 (B ) → G * ς −1 G ς. Let Γ = G * ς −1 G ς. Let us consider the homomorphism ρ c : Γ → Homeo + (S 1 ) ; depending on c ∈ Z 0 + ( ; 0) and defined as
The fact that c commutes with guarantees that the above action is well defined in the amalgamated product. It will be convenient to consider suitable conjugated actions of the above one. More precisely, given c, d ∈ Z 0 + ( ; 0) we can define the homomorphism ρ c,d : Γ → Homeo + (S 1 ), defined as
The above is equivalent to consider the gluing map associated to the homeomorphism d • c between the parabolic boundary tori of these foliated blocks. Recall also that the right action of ρ c,d on S 1 is given by inversion, i.e., x·ρ c,d (g) := ρ c,d (g) −1 (x) for every g ∈ Γ . Let B be the surface with boundary obtained from B and B via identifying the loops β and β −1 , preserving these orientations.
The foliation defined by the suspension of the homomorphism ρ c,d •h over B will be denoted by F c,d . Observe that this foliation can have boundary (whenever the singular locus of O M is nontrivial), the trace foliations on the boundary components of this foliation are conjugated to elliptic tori by construction. Let F c,d be the foliation with boundary obtained by performing Dehn's fillings on all the elliptic boundary tori of F c,d .
Remark 3.5 (Representation in normal form). Let G 1 * A G 2 be an amalgamated product between two groups G 1 , G 2 over a common subgroup A. Let S 1 ⊂ G 1 and S 2 ⊂ G 2 be full set of representatives of left cosets, i.e., #S i ∩ gA = 1 for all g ∈ G i , i = 1, 2. Assume that 1 ∈ S i (representing the coset A). Let i = (i 1 , . . . , i n ) be an alternating multi-index, i.e., i j ∈ {1, 2} and s ij+1 = s ij for all j. A reduced word 1 of type i is any family (s 1 , . . . , s n ; a) such that a ∈ A, s j ∈ G ij and s j = 1 for all j.
It is well known, see e.g. [26, Theorem 1] , that every g ∈ G 1 * G 2 admits a unique reduced word such that g = s 1 · · · s n · a. Moreover, if j = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) is an alternating multindex such that g = t 1 . . . t m and t i ∈ G ji \ A for 1 ≤ k ≤ m then i = j and there exists a i ∈ A, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n with a 0 = 1 such that s i = a −1 i−1 t i a i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This can be easily proved recursively and is also a consequence of [26, Remark to Theorem 1] . Any of the representations as above will be called normal representations of g. Let |g| denote the length of the multi-index associated to any normal representation of g.
In our particular actions ρ c,d , G 1 = G , G 2 = ς −1 G ς and A = .
Notation 3.6. In the following for w ∈ Γ we set w c,d = ρ c,d (w) −1 . Observe also that for any x ∈ S 1 \ {∞} there exists a unique k x ∈ Z so that kx (x) ∈ [0, (0)[, we shall denote this point by x. For future reference, we shall also define k ∞ = 0 and ∞ = ∞. As we showed in Subsection 2.1, Z 0 + ( ; 0) is in natural correspondence with Homeo + [0, (0)], this bijection is also a homeomorphism relative to the C 0 -topologies on these sets. The flow φ t :
is clearly C ∞ at any point different from ∞ where it is clearly continuous (in fact derivable). By definition, it commutes with as desired. It is also clear that, for
Thus, choosing ϕ = φ t , any choice of t = 0 works, we obtain a homeomorphism satisfying all the required conditions. Let us show that ϕ is derivable at ∞. Observe that ϕ( n (0)) = n (0) = n · (0) for all n ∈ Z by construction. Observe also that the estereographic projection preserve derivative at 0. The inversion 1/x defines the change of coordinates of the estereographic projection from the north to the south pole and maps ∞ to 0. Thus
that clearly converges to 1 since 
where K is the distorsion constant of . A similar argument works for n ≤ 0 (just controlling the distortion of −1 ). Therefore, the derivative of ϕ is uniformly bounded if the derivative ofφ is controlled, and thus it is Lipschitz as desired.
Remark 3.8. The previous Lemma 3.7 allows to increase the regularity of admissible maps to the Lipschtz (but not C 1 ) category. More precisely, letĉ ∈ Diff 1 + ([0, (0)]) which is tangent at the identity in its extreme points, then its associated map c ∈ Z 0 ( ; 0) is Lipschtz and, moreover, derivable in S 1 (by means of the same reasons as the given in the proof of Lemma 3.7). Let Z 1 * + ( ; 0) be the elements of Z 0 + ( ; 0) defined as above. Since there is a natural identification of Z 1 * + ( ; 0) with a closed subset of Diff 1 + ([0, (0)]) we can endow Z 1 * + ( ; 0) with the C 1 -topology via this identification. Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists f 1 , f 2 ∈ Homeo + (S 1 ), so that f = f 2 • f 1 , x 1 = f 1 (x 0 ) = ∞ and 0 = x 1 = x 0 . For this just take f 1 any homeomorphism mapping x 0 to an element x 1 with the desired properties (for instance a rotation) and set
The first observation is that f 1 , x 0 and x 1 are in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.7. Thus, we can use the same flow φ used in the proof of that lemma and therefore
is an open neighborhood of x 1 . Since g is not a germ of the identity it follows that for a sequence of points t n converging to 0 as n → ∞, we have that f 2 (y tn ) = φ tn (x 0 ) and therefore
3.3. Predefined stabilizers. In this subsection we shall deal with a specific subfamily of circle homeomorphisms in Z 1 * + ( ; 0). Definition 3.10. Let a = {a n } n∈Z and b = (b n ) n∈Z be two increasing bi-infinite sequences of points in ]0, (0)[. It is said that a and b are synchronized if lim n→∞ a n = lim called (a, b) -diffeomorphism if f (a n ) = b n for all n ∈ Z. The family of (a, b)-diffeomorphisms of [0, (0)] is denoted by Diff 1 + ( ; 0; a, b ). This is a closed (and nonempty) subspace of Diff 1 + ([0, (0)]) and therefore it is a Baire space.
Let In [14, Proof of Proposition 4.5] it is shown that, for all r ≥ 0, there exists a residual set Ω ⊂ Diff r (S 1 ) × Diff r (S 1 ) × S 1 so that the action of the group f, g on x is free for all (f, g, x) ∈ Ω, i.e., only the identity fixes some point in the orbit of x for that group. This proof can be readily adapted to our set up in order to show that our described minimal actions are generically free. Proof. Since each factor is Baire, it follows that Z 1 * + ( ; 0; a, b) × Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, c) × S 1 is also a Baire space. Let us consider the family of sets
It is clear that each X w is closed; therefore, if they have also empty interior it will follow that
is a residual set satisfying the required conditions. Let us assume that X w has nonempty interior for some w. Let v be a minimal element of Γ \{id} relative to its length in normal form |v| so that X v has nonempty interior.
Observe that the restriction of ρ c,d to each G ,ς −1 G ς is conjugated to the original projective actions of these groups, these are faithful actions by construction. It follows that |ν| > 1. ∈ U so that it does not belong to any ϕ w (X u ) for 0 < |u| < |v|. These sets cannot cover U since these are countably many closed sets with empty interior.
Let v = s 1 · · · s |v| be a normal representation of v. Thus
Without loss of generality we can assume also that x i = ∞ for all i and x i belongs to ]0, (0)[ \{b n | n ∈ Z}; this comes from the fact that U ∩ {(c, d)} × S 1 is open in {(c, d)}×S 1 and therefore cannot be covered by countably many ρ c,d -orbits.
For simplicity, let us denote k i = k xi (defined in Notation 3.6). We claim that x 0 , x 1 . . . , x |v|−1 are pairwise different. Otherwise, if ki (x i ) = kj (x j ) for i < j, then we can take u = s i+1 · · · s j−1 · (s j · kj −ki ) and w = s 1 · · · s i . These are also normal representations and therefore |w| and |u| are strictly lower than |v|. Thus u c,d (w c,d (x)) = (w c,d (x)) and this contradicts the choice of (c, d, x).
Thus every x i , 0 ≤ i ≤ |v| − 1, (resp. x i , y i ) belongs to ]0, (0)[ \{b n | n ∈ Z} and are pairwise distinct. Recall that f |v| (x |v|−1 ) = x |v| = x 0 .
By means of Lemma 3.7 there exists ϕ ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0), whereφ is supported in a neighborhood of x |v|−1 (resp. y |v|−1 ) in ]0, (0)[ \{b n | n ∈ Z} that does not contain any x i for 0 ≤ i < |v| − 1 (resp. x i or y i ) and such that ϕ −1 f |v| ϕ(x |v|−1 ) = x |v| . Observe also thatφ(b n ) = b n for all n and therefore ϕ ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, b). If s |v| ∈ G then, we choose the perturbation:
Let v e,f = g |v| • · · · g 2 • g 1 , where g i = ρ e,f (s i ) −1 for all i. Set y 0 = x and define recursively y i = g i (y i−1 ). It follows that y i = x i for all 0 ≤ i < |v| and thus
this contradicts the fact that U is an open set contained in X v .
We can control the topology of the leaves in F c,d associated to the ρ c,d -orbits of the points b n , n ∈ Z, for a generic choice of c, d. This is equivalent to control their stabilizers. Observe that the previous Lemma implies that, for a generic choice of the pair (c, d), the generic leaf of F c,d is homeomorphic to a plane. It is also clear that the previous Lemma works for a residual set in Z 1 * + ( ) × Z 1 * + ( ), since the perturbation constructed in Lemma 3.7 also works in this more general framework. x i = f i (x i−1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we obtain a cycle of points x 0 , . . . , x n , where x 0 = x n . We say that the cycle is predefined if, for every i ≥ 1, there exists j i ∈ Z so that
If this cycle associated to a normal representation of w is predefined it will be said that w is a predefined stabilizer of b m . Let Stab P c,d (b m ) denote the set of predefined stabilizers associated to the action ρ c,d .
Proposition 3.15. The definition of predefined stabilizer does not depend on the normal representation of w and Stab P c,d (b m ) is a subgroup of Γ for all m ∈ Z. Proof. Let p 1 · · · p n = w = q 1 · · · q n be two normal representations of w. From Remark 3.5 it follows that there exists integers n i ∈ Z, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, where n 0 = 0, such that p i = −ni−1 q i · ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n . Set x 0 = b m = y 0 and define x i = ρ c,d (p i ) −1 (x i−1 ) and y i = ρ c,d (q i ) −1 (y i−1 ), i ≥ 1. It follows that x i = ni (x i ) for all i ≥ 1 and therefore each pair x i , y i belong to the same -orbit, it follows that the x i 's form a predefined cycle if and only if the y i 's also do.
Let us show now that Stab P c,d (b m ) is a group for all m ∈ Z. It is clear that contains id. It is also clear that is closed by inverses since the inversion of a normal representation is still a normal representation. It just remains to show that it is closed by compositition.
Let w, v ∈ Stab P c,d (b m ) and let w = p 1 · · · p r , v = q 1 · · · q s be normal representations of w and v. Let x 0 , . . . , x r and y 0 , . . . , y s be the predefined cycles associated to these normal representations. If p 1 · · · p r · q 1 · · · q s is still a normal representation then it is clear that w · v will be a predefined stabilizer, where the associated predefined cycle is x 0 , . . . , x r = y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y s . In general p 1 · · · p r · q 1 · · · q s does not need to be a normal representation for w · v, and this only occurs when p r and q 1 belong to the same free factor, say G . If p r · q 1 is not a power of then, setting h 1 = p r · q 1 , we shall obtain the reduced reprsentation p 1 · · · p r−1 · h 1 · q 2 · · · q s which induces the following predefined cycle: x 0 , . . . , x r−1 , y 1 , . . . , y s , so w · v is still a predefined stabilizer. If p r · q 1 is a power of then we obtain that h 2 = p r−1 · h 1 · q 2 ∈ ς −1 G ς. If h 2 is not a power of then we shall obtain the normal representation p 1 · · · p r−2 · h 2 · q 3 · · · q s · j with the following associated predefined cycle: x 0 , . . . , x r−2 , y 2 , . . . , y s . This process of reduction to a normal representation is finite and, in any case, the associated cycle is predefined, thus w · v ∈ Stab P c,d (b m ) as desired. 
Proof. Assume that w ∈ Stab P c,d (b m ). Let w = s 1 · · · s n be a normal representation and let x 0 , . . . , x n be the associated predefined cycle. In the case of amalgamated product this means that for all 0
Let (e, f ) ∈ Z 0 + (a, b) × Z 0 + ( ; 0; b, c). Set y 0 = b m and set y i = ρ e,f (s i ) −1 (y i−1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let g i = s −1 i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, these are projective diffeomorphisms.
By definition x 0 = y 0 , we shall show that, in fact x i = y i for all i ∈ {0, . . . n}. Assume, as induction hypothesis, that x i−1 = y i−1 for some i, then y i−1 = ki−1 (b ji−1 ). Assume without loss of generality that s i ∈ G . It follows that
Here we use that e, c ∈ Z 0 + ( ; 0) and e −1 (b j ) = c −1 (b j ) for all j ∈ Z. An analogous reasoning applies when s i ∈ ς −1 G 2 ς and thus, by finite induction y i = x i for all i, thus the cyle y i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n is predefined for any pair (e, f ). Proof. Let ∆ n be the set of pairs (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0; a, b) × Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, c) such that ∞ = w c,d (b m ) = 0 for all w ∈ Γ , with |w| = n and all m ∈ Z. Let us prove that each ∆ n is residual.
Observe first that ∆ 1 = Z 1 * + ( ; 0; a, b) × Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, c) since every w with normal length 1 satisfies that w c,d is conjugated to an element of G by c −1 or d (this only depends on what factor of the amalgamated product contains w). This conjugation preserves the ∞ point and maps the sequence b n to the sequences a n or c n (corresponding to c −1 or d respectively). It follows that w c,d (b m ) is the infinity point if and only if ∞ belongs to the G -orbit of some a n or the ς −1 G ς-orbit of c n in contradiction with the choice of these sequences, the same applies to 0. Now we proceed by induction. Assume that ∆ n is residual for all n < k and let us show that ∆ r is also residual. Let w = s 1 · · · s k be a normal representation of an element with normal length equal to k, thus
. By the induction hypothesis x i cannot be ∞ or 0 for every 0 ≤ j < k. Moreover x i cannot be an element in the -orbit of any b j , j ∈ Z and 0 < i < k, for otherwise, if x i = k (b j ) for some j, k ∈ Z and i > 0 then we can take u = ( −k · s i+1 ) · s i+2 · · · s k . This is still a normal representation of u and |u| < k. But u c,d maps b k to ∞ (resp. 0) contradicting the choice of c, d. Thus
It is also clear that x i = x j for i = j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. Otherwise, assuming i < j and x j = k (x i ), take v = t 1 · · · · t i−1 · (t i · −k ) · t j+1 · · · t r . It follows that |v| < k and w c,d (b m ) = ∞ (resp. = 0). This is a contradiction again with the choice of (c, d).
If s k ∈ G (resp. s k ∈ ς −1 G ς) then, by means of Lemma 3.7, we can perturb c (resp. d) as in Lemma 3.13, conjugating by a flow ϕ = φ t ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0), for any t = 0, whose restriction to [0, (0)] is supported in a small neighborhood of This shows that the sets Assume that there exists v / ∈ Stab P bm ( ; 0; a; b; c) of minimal length in normal form, |v| = r, so that Y m v has nonempty interior. Let ∆ be the residual set defined in Lemma 3.18. Let (c, d) ∈ ∆ be an interior point of Y m v . Let v = s 1 · · · s n be a normal representation of v. Observe that n > 1, since for n = 1 usual stabilizers are also predefined stabilizers. Set
Since v / ∈ Stab P bm (a; b; c) it follows that there exists k 0 ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} so that x k0 does not belong to any -orbit of any b n , n ∈ Z. Let k 0 be the maximal integer as above such that x k0 = x i for all 0 ≤ i < k 0 .
Assume that s k0+1 ∈ G (resp. ς −1 G ς). Take a flow φ, so that φ t ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, b) for all t ∈ R, it is close to the identity for all t,φ is supported in a neighborhood of x k0 that does not contain any b n , n ∈ Z, and no other x i for 0 ≤ i < k 0 (given in Lemma 3.7 or Corollary 3.9). Choose t 0 = 0, set e 0 = φ −t0 • c and f 0 = d (resp. e 0 = c, f 0 = d • φ t0 ). Let y 0 = x 0 = b m and define y i = ρ e0,f0 (s i ) −1 (y i−1 ) for i ≥ 1. It follows that x i = y i for 0 ≤ i ≤ k 0 , y k0+1 = y i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k 0 and y k0+1 = b n for all n ∈ Z. Observe that this works when x k0+1 = x k0 since non trivial elements of both G and ς −1 G ς are not germs of the identity at any point.
If v e0,d0 (b m ) = b m , for instance when k 0 = n − 1, then this perturbation suffices for our purposes. Otherwise let k 1 > k 0 be the first integer so that y k1 = y i for 0 ≤ i < k 1 . It exists since, by construction, k 0 + 1 satisfies these properties. Set z 0 = y 0 = b m , for a perturbation (e 1 , f 1 ) of (e 0 , f 0 ) define z i = ρ e1,f1 (s i ) −1 (z i−1 ). By the same argument as above, there exists a perturbed pair (e 1 , f 1 ) such that z k1+1 = z i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k 1 .
We can repeat this process inductively until we get an integer N ∈ N, N ≤ n, such that v e N ,f N (b m ) = b m . This contradicts the fact that (c, d) is an interior point of Y m v .
Realizing the topologies
In this subsection we deal with the problem of realization of any open oriented surface as the leaf of a suitable F c,d , the proof of Theorem 1 will be a consequence of this construction. This is done in two steps:
(1) First we show that the manifold W ν F , above constructed appears as a proper submanifold of some leaf of F c,d for all (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + ( ; 0; a, b)×Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, b), for two suitable synchronized bi-infinite sequences a, b that only depends in the tree T F and its coloring.
(2) The second step is to show that for a residual set in Z 1 * + ( ; 0; a, b)×Z 1 * + ( ; 0; b, b) the leaf which contains W ν F is homeomorphic to the nonrecurrent completion of W ν F and therefore it is homeomorphic to S ν F by Proposition 2.15. The case of the plane, although out of interest, is the generic case, in fact this is a corollary of Lemma 3.13, and this does not depend on the chosen bi-infinite sequences. Recall that we are dealing with two foliated blocks F = F(G , B , h ) and F = F(G , B , h ς ), T and T will denote two transverse circles for the parabolic tori associated to β and β respectively (it will be assumed that these transversals will be identifyed in a single transversal T of F c,d ). Let us denote by L x (resp. L x ) the leaf that meets the point x ∈ T (resp. x ∈ T ). Following the same scheme, B x (resp. B x ) will denote the boundary component of L x (resp. L x ) that meets x ∈ T (resp. x ∈ T ). In order to relax notations L i will denote, simultaneusly, the family of leaves of type i of both F and F . Finally, recall that F c,d denotes the foliation obtained from applying Dehn's fillings to the elliptic tori of F c,d and L c,d
x will denote the leaf of F c,d that meets the point x ∈ T .
We also recall that for every L ∈ L 1 , a leaf of type 1 on any F or F , the sets The first point will be the construction of suitable synchronized bi-infinite sequences a n and b n , n ∈ Z. We shall see that there is a lot of freedom in the given choices. Letb n be an arbitrary increasing bi-infinite sequence whose accumulation points b − , b + belong to the open interval ]0, (0)[. Proof. By minimality, there exists a 0 ∈ T close tob 0 so that L a0 ∈ L 1 and B a0 is an outer boundary component. By the same reason, there exists a 1 ∈ T close tõ b 1 so that B a1 is an inner boundary component of L a0 . Choose now b 0 , b 1 ∈ T close, respectively, to a 0 and a 1 so that L b0 ∈ L 0 and contains b 1 . Choose a n , b n ∈ T arbitrarily in order to be increasing bi-infinite sequences accumulating into ]0, (0)[. It follows that L c,d b0 contains a proper copy of H 0 for any (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + (a, b) × Z 1 * + (b, b), where a, b denote, respectively, the bi-infinite sequences a n and b n .
In order to obtain leaves in F c,d with a leaf containing a proper copy of H 0 k , for all 2 ≤ k ≤ ∞, we can play the same game as above k times: for each 2 ≤ i ≤ k, choose a 3i−3 such that L a 3(i−1) ∈ L 1 and is different from L a3j for all 1 ≤ j < i. Take a 3i−4 , a 3i−2 in that leaf such that B a3i−3 is outer and B a3i−2 is inner. Choose b 3i−4 ∈ T contained in L b 3(i−2) (defined in the previous steps).
. Choose always the a j 's and b j 's close to theb j 's just to guarantee that these are sequences synchronized withb n . The rest of elements of the bi-infinite sequences which were not previously defined can be arbitrary (but always remaining synchronized with theb n 's).
All the chosen leaves L a3i 's and L b3i 's are assumed to be pairwise different and this is possible since there are infinitely many leaves of type 0 and 1 in our foliated blocks.
For every (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + (a, b) × Z 1 * + (b, b), the leaf L c,d b0 contains, properly, the noncompact tiles L a3i 's and L ς(b3i) 's. The identifications made by the predefined gluing map defines a noncompact tile homeomorphic to H 1 for each pair L a3i , L b3i . All of these handles are contained in L c,d b0 by means of the identifications c(a 3i )
This construction defines a proper map of H 0 k into the leaf L c,d a0 as desired. This may fail to be an embedding at the boundary of H 0 k for some choices of (c, d) since the boundary components not defined by the bi-infinite sequences a and b are uncontrolled and can be identifyed by the gluing maps c, d. In this case, we can remove a tubular neighborhood of the not identifyed boundary components of H 0 k , the restricted map is the desired embedding.
The case of noncompact oriented surfaces with more than one end will follow a similar scheme. As in section 2, let T F be a subtree of the binary tree with no dead ends, containing the root element, with no dead ends, with the orientation induced by the given one in the binary tree and let ν : V F → {0, 1} be a vertex coloring.
Remark 4.4. We shall enumerate V F according with oriented levels, i.e., if v n is in a lower level than v m then n ≤ m, here we shall consider v 0 =v to be the root element. This enumeration implies that, for all n ≥ 0 (resp. n ≤ 0) v n is the target (resp. origin) of just one oriented edge joined with a unique v k(n) with 0 ≤ k(n) < n (resp. n < k(n) ≤ 0). If deg v n = 3 then it is the origin (resp. target) of exactly two oriented edges, in this case we shall define i(n) as the minimum (resp. maximum) index so that v i(n) is the target of an edge with origin (resp. target) in v n and o(n) as the maximum (resp. minimum) index. It is clear that |n| < |i(n)| < |o(n)|.
Recall the definition of the noncompact manifold W ν F given in Definition 2.8. Those steps of construction must be happening on the transverse gluing of the paraolic tori of F and F (resp. F ). Proof. Choose first a 0 ∈ T close tob 0 such that L a0 ∈ L 1 and B a0 is outer, take a −1 ∈ T in that leaf such that B a−1 is inner. This is possible by the minimality of the foliated blocks and the density of outer and inner boundary components of leaves of type 1.
If ν(v 0 ) = 0 then choose b 0 , b −1 ∈ T (close tob 0 ,b −1 respectively) such that L b0 , L b−1 ∈ L 0 are different leaves. The boundary union of these leaves via the identifications B ai → B bi , i = −1, 0 is a space homeomorphic to a leaf of type 1. This is, in this case, the definition of Lv in Definition 2.8.
If ν(v 0 ) = 1 then choose b 0 such that L b0 ∈ L 1 and B b0 is outer. Take b −1 ∈ L b0 and such that B b−1 is inner. The boundary union of these leaves via the identifications B ai → B bi , i = −1, 0, is a space homeomorphic to the noncompact tile H 1 . This is, in this case, the definition of Lv in Definition 2.8.
Assume that a k , b k where defined for −1 ≤ k ≤ K and the boundary gluings B a k → B b k , for −1 ≤ k ≤ K, applied to the leaves L a k 's and L b k 's, gives a manifold homeomorphic to the quotient manifold of n i=0 L vi by the equivalence relation given in Definition 2.8. Assume also, as induction hypothesis, that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n there exists a nonempty subset I i ⊂ {−1, . . . , K} such that the given boundary unions between L aj 's and L bj 's, j ∈ I i , induce a space homeomorphic to L vi . Assume also that the I i 's form a partition of {−1, . . . , K}. The sets I i depend on K, we can make explicit this dependence with the notation I i (K). These partition will help to visualize how each noncompact tile L vn in the definition of W ν F is realized in our idtentifications. Let e be the edge such that v n+1 = t(e) and o(e) = v m for a unique 0 ≤ m ≤ n. Let j(m) be the maximum element of
If deg(v m ) = 3, then L vm is homeomorphic to L 1 or H 1 . If n + 1 = o(m) (resp. n + 1 = i(m)) then choose b K+1 such that B b K+1 is an outer (resp. inner) boundary component of L vm . If deg(v m ) = 2 and L vm is homeomorphic to L 0 or H 0 then choose b K+1 such that B b K+1 is outer. Assume also that L a K+1 is a leaf different from the used in the previous steps, thus a k , b k do not belong to L a K+1 nor L b K+1 for all −1 ≤ k ≤ K.
If deg(v n+1 ) = 2 (resp. deg(v n+1 ) = 3) and ν(v n+1 ) = 0 then choose a K+2 and b K+2 close tob K+2 , so that a K+2 ∈ L a K+1 and L b K+2 ∈ L 0 (resp. L b K+2 ∈ L 1 ) is different to the ones used in the previous steps (resp. so that B b K+2 is inner). Observe that the boundary union of the leaves L a K+2 with L b K+2 (identifying the boundary components B a K+2 with B b K+2 is homeomorphic to a leaf of type 0 (resp. type 1). That is exactly the definition of L vn+1 in this case and this is joined with the previous steps via the identification B a K+1 with B b K+1 . It follows that If ν(v n+1 ) = 1 then choose a K+2 ∈ L a K+1 and b K+2 close tob K+2 such that L b K+2 ∈ L 1 is a leaf different to the used in the previous steps and B b K+2 is inner.
If, moreover, deg v n+1 = 2, then choose now a K+3 , b K+3 close tob K+3 so that Finally, if deg(v n+1 ) = 3 then take a K+3 , a K+4 , b K+3 , b K+4 close tob K+3 ,b K+4 , respectively, such that L a K+3 ∈ L 1 is a leaf different from the used in the previous steps, a K+4 
are both outer points in a leaf of type 1 different to the used in the previous steps so that B b K+2 is inner and B b K+3 is outer. This is equivalebt to perform a boundary gluing with H 1 to the construction given in the previous steps as desired. It follows that Beginning in the root element v 0 , this construction can be performed inductively in n. This process defines increasing sequences a k , b k for k ≥ −1 syncronized with the chosenb k . The identifications of the boundary components B a k → B b k reproduces the identifications of the noncompact tiles L vn , n ≥ 0, in the construction of the manifold W ν F . A similar argument can be applied to n < −1, just by interchanging the words outer and inner, target and origin, K by −K, + by − and choosing the new leaves in F and F different from those chosen in the first inductive process. This choice guarantees that no other boundary components of the form B aj of L ai than those given in the construction can be glued with a boundary component of the form
For every (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + (a, b) × Z 1 * + (b, b) we have that d • c(a j ) = b j therefore the above inductive construction of W ν F defines a proper map into the leaf L c,d b0 as desired. This may fail to be an embedding at the boundary of W ν F for some choices of (c, d) since boundary components not defined by the bi-infinite sequences a, b are uncontrolled and can be identifyed by the gluing maps. In this case, we can remove a tubular neighborhood of these (nonpredefined) identifyed boundary components of W ν F , the restricted map is the desired embedding.
Remark 4.6 (Predefined stabilizer and predefined cycles of leaves of F and F (resp.F ). It is important to understand in a deeper way the relation between a predefined stabilizer of b 0 and the leaf L c,d b0 of F c,d . Let s 1 · · · s n be a normal representation of a predefined stabilizer, it induces a chain of leaves of F and F glued by boundary components. More precisely, for each i ∈ {1, · · · , n − 1} there exists n i ∈ Z such that ρ c,d (s 1 · · · s i ) −1 (b 0 ) = ki b ni . Each leaf L an i is glued with L bn i by the identification B an i → B bn i . Morover for i odd, b ni and b ni+1 belong to the same leaf in F , analogously, for i even a ni and a ni+1 belong to the same leaf F . This is what we call a predefined alternating cycle of leaves. By construction, a predefined stabilizers are in correspondence with predefined alternating cycle based of leaves and reciprocally.
Observe that all the leaves L a k and L ς(b k ) , k ∈ Z do not contain the ∞ point (since they are leaves of type 0 or 1). Without loss of generality we can also assume that they do not contain the point 0. With this choice, we can apply Lemma 3.19 which implies the following Proposition. Proof. If S has one end then take a and b as the bi-infinite sequences constructed in Proposition 4.3 so that H k 1 is properly embedded in L c,d b0 for all (c, d) ∈ Z 1 * + (a, b) × Z 1 * + (b, b), where k is the genus of S. If S has more than one end, then let T F be a tree with no dead ends and ν a vertex coloring such that S is homeomorphic to Observe that nontrivial topology is in correspondence with non trivial stabilizers of b 0 . The persistent stabilizers are in correspondence with the choice of the leaves of type 1 in the given construction of Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 and the predefined identifications between the boundary components B a k and B b k , for k ∈ Z.
Since, for (c, d) ∈ Ω S , there are no more stabilizers than the predefined ones, it follows that any boundary component of W must be glued with a leaf of type 0, and the boundary components of these leaves of type 0 also with new leaves of type 0 and so on. More precisely, if there exists a chain of leaves in F and F connecting two different boundary components of the embedded copy of W in L c,d b0 then it defines an stabilizing map for b 0 . Since (c, d) ∈ Ω S , this must be a predefined stabilizer and therefore (see Remark 4.6) these leaves must belong to the family of leaves {L ai , L bj | i, j ∈ Z}.
It follows that the leaf passing throught b 0 is homeomorphic to the nonrecurrent completion W of W . Since W is homeomorphic to S (see Subsection 3.2 and Proposition 2.15) it follows that L c,d b0 is homeomorphic to S.
As a consequence of the proof of Proposition 4.7 we can complete the proof of the main Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let S n , n ∈ N, be any countable family of noncompact oriented surfaces. Letb n by any increasing bisequence with limit points in ]0, (0)[. Let ξ : N × Z → Z any bijection so that ξ(n, k) ≤ ξ(n, m) if and only if k ≤ m. For each n ∈ N defineb n,k =b ξ(n,k) . For all n ∈ N, {b n,k } k∈Z is a subsequence ofb n and therefore is also increasing and accumulates to the same limit points asb n . By Propositions 4.3 and 4.5, for each n ∈ N there exists two bisequences a n = a n,k and b n = b n,k , k ∈ Z, synchronized withb n,k , k ∈ Z and a residual set Ω n ⊂ Z 1 * + (a n , b n ) × Z 1 * + (b n , b n ) provided by Proposition 4.7 so that the leaf S n is homeomorphic to the leaf L c,d bn,0 of F c,d for all (c, d) ∈ Ω n . Leaves of F and F passing throught points in different bisequences must be chosen to be different, i.e., if n = m then a n,j and b n,j does not belong to any L a m,k , L b m,k for all j, k ∈ Z.
Let a and b be the bisequences defined by a m = a ξ −1 (m) and b m = b ξ −1 (m) , respectively, obtained from gathering together the bi-infinite sequences a n and b n defined above. These are still synchronized withb m if the a n,k 's and b n,k 's are chosen sufficiently close tob n,k (this always can be done by minimality).
By Lemma 3.19 there exists a residual set Ω ⊂ Z 1 * + (a, b) × Z 1 *
The assumption that leaves associated to different points of the bisequences are different implies that Stab P a n,k (a; b; b) = Stab P a n,k (a n ; b n ; b n ). Therefore the leaf L c,d bn,0 is homeomorphic to S n for all (c, d) ∈ Ω as desired.
The ambient manifold is Seifert with trivial Euler class, where the associated orbifold is typical and homeomorphic (as a orbifold) with O M (see Remark 3.1), it follows that the ambient manifold of F c,d is M for any choice of c, d.
Open questions
It is an interestng question if there exists a critical regularity for the coexistence of finite and infinite geometric types. More precisely Question 5.1. Can surfaces of finite and infinite geometric type coexist in a transversely C k codimension one minimal foliation on a compact 3-manifold for some k ≥ 1? If possible, what topologies can coexist.
The answer to the previous question is true for k = 0 and also in the category of Lipschtz homeomorphisms. It is unclear if our examples can be regularized to C 1 , i.e., if there exists a C 0 conjugation between some of our examples and a C 1 -foliation. Relative to this question we want to note that the centralizer of a generic C 1 diffeomorphism is trivial [5] but there exists C 1 -diffeomorphisms with large centralizer [21] (large in the sense that it contains flows supported in small neighborhoods). For C k , k ≥ 2, this is impossible by Kopell Lemma.
Another question is related to the possible ambient manifolds. All our examples are foliations on Seifert manifolds and transverse to the fibers, in every case they are finitely covered by suspensions of product manifolds (products of S 1 with a hyperbolic closed surface). Observe that the previous question includes the case of non-oriented surfaces, that was not treated in this work. Recall that leaves of hyperbolic foliations must be orientable. It seems that our construction can be improved to obtain a minimal foliations with an arbitrary noncompact nonorientable surface as one of its leaves (just by considering cases where the conjugation ς is not orientation preserving), in this case the ambient Seifert manifold can be nonorientable. A first case of interest is to understand the hyperbolic non-typical orbifolds, for instance those where the incompressible loop σ does not disconnect the orbifold, this leads to extend our results for amalgamated products to HNN extensions. We avoid the case of HNN extensions in this work since, in this case, h(β ) and h(β ) −1 are never projectively conjugated, this would lead to a nonpreserving orientation gluing map between the parabolic tori. We think that this case deserves to be included in a forthcoming work dealing with the realization of nonorientable noncompact surfaces.
In [4] is given a minimal hyperbolic lamination on a compact space where all the topologies of oriented surfaces appears of leaves of that lamination. We show that any countable family of topologies can coexist in a codimension one minimal hyperbolic foliation of a 3-manifold but not all of them. A natural question is try to improve the cardinality of this family, more precisely: Question 5.3. Does there exist a minimal codimension one hyperbolic foliation on a closed 3-manifold such that every noncompact orientable surface is homeomorphic to a leaf of that foliation?
The last question is related to the case where the foliation is induced by the suspension of a group action. In all these cases the Euler class of the action is zero (since the ambient manifold is a product in this case). It is known that for maximal Euler class, leaves must be planes or cylinders [15, Théoréme 3] . So it is a natural question what is the maximal Euler class where our result holds:
Question 5.4. Let Σ be a closed surface of genus g ≥ 2. Can every noncompact oriented surface S be homeomorphic to a leaf of a foliation given by a suspension of an action ρ S : π 1 (Σ) → Homeo + (S 1 ) with 0 < |e(ρ S )| < χ(M )? If true, what topologies can coexist in the same foliation?
